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Captain Evgeny Levakov 
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including: 
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Second Officer: Antonio Linca {Rumania) 
Third Officer: Anika Albrecht (Germany) 
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Expedition Leader: Elke Lindner (Germany) 
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Guide: Aad Wever (The Netherlands) 
Guide: Michael Wenger (Switzerland) 
Guide: Christophe Gouraud (France) 

Guide: J.J. Apestegui (Costa Rica) 
Guide: Kasper Jæger (Denmark) 

Guide: Alfred Diebold (Germany) 
 

Zodiac Drivers: Konstantin Kostenko, Dima Ivanov, Andy Mangilit, Gabriel Desuyo, Ricky Samson 
 
 

Chef: Ralf Barthel (Germany) 
Sous Chef: Mathias Schmitt (Germany) 

Hotel Manager: Marc Warmenhoven (The Netherlands) 
Assistant Hotel Manager: Rebeca Radu (Romania) 

 
Bartender: Rosireen Avillon (Philippines) 

 
Doctor: Yves Fortems (Belgium) 
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22rd July – Day 1 
Longyearbyen - Embarkation day 

GPS noon position: 78˚14.0’N, 015˚35.4’E 

Weather: overcast, 8°C, calm 
 

Most of us arrived in Longyearbyen on the early afternoon flight, descending onto what could be 
the world’s northernmost tarmac - right on the shores of Adventfjord.  Low cloud cover may have 
impaired our views of this spectacular Arctic setting but couldn’t dampen our spirits – today 
would mark the beginning of our Arctic Spitsbergen adventure. After being welcomed at the 
airport by Kasper and Alfred, two of our expedition guides, we were shuttled into town to stretch 
our legs and poke around the numerous local souvenir and outdoor shops, cafés and the 
excellent Svalbard Museum.  One of the world’s northernmost communities - just beyond 78˚ N 
latitude - Longyearbyen (pop. 1,800) may lack paved road surfaces but boasts most other modern 
amenities, a functional Scandinavian architectural style and community layout. 
   
After a couple of hours on the prowl we made our way to the pier from where zodiacs shuttled us 
to the „Plancius“. Hotel manager Marc Warmenhoven and his team were the first to greet us 
aboard before we moved into our cabins. Soon, however, we were summoned to the ship’s 
spacious observation lounge, where our expedition leader, Elke Lindner, introduced herself and 
provided a general outlook on the expedition cruise ahead. Marc and his hotel crew, in turn gave 
a short introduction to life aboard, before a mandatory safety drill was called to familiarize us 
with general rescue procedures – just in case...  Shortly before dinner, we convened one last time 
for an official welcome by the entire expedition team and in particular by our Captain; Evgeny 
Levakov who proposed a toast to the forthcoming voyage with a glass of champagne.    
„Plancius“ gently maneuvered out to sea and our adventure was just about to begin! 
 
 

23th July – Day 2 
Kongsfjorden: Ny Ålesund and Blomstrandhalvoya  
GPS morning position: 78°56’8N, 011°55’2E 
Weather: overcast, 6°C 
After breakfast we got ready for a landing at Ny-Ålesund, the most northerly, permanently 
inhabited settlement on earth.  In summer some 150 people live here, in winter the number is 
reduced to some 50. This settlement was a coal mine until 1962, when a series of accidents 
forced it to close. Whereas in most of Svalbard mining is methane-free because of the 
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permafrost, mines in Ny-Ålesund were under the sea where there is no permafrost, with bigger 
chances of methane explosions.  The King’s Bay Coal Company then reinvented the settlement as 
an international research facility, supplying buildings and logistics to countries that wanted to 
conduct scientific research there. Norway, the Netherlands, Germany, the UK, France, Japan, 
South Korea and China and many other countries have all established facilities there.  
We left the „Plancius“ some distance from shore, and took the Zodiacs to the town's small wharf. 
At the small lake and in and around town we spotted birds such as Barnacle geese, Red-throated 
diver (with chicks), Long-tailed duck (with chicks), Ivory gull, and the Common Ringed Plover.   
Some of us took the opportunity to spend money in the souvenir shop and send postcards from 
the world's northernmost post office. After a walk around town, including the dogs’ pen, we 

arrived at the statue of the great 
Norwegian polar explorer Roald 
Amundsen. We went on a walk 
outside the settlement, up to the 
mooring mast once used by the 
Zeppelins ‘en route’ to the North 
Pole. In 1926 the expedition led by 
Amundsen departed from here 
with the airship Norge and indeed 
went flying over the Pole, landing 
in Teller, Alaska. Then, in 1928, 
Umberto Nobile, Amundsen’s 
companion in 1926, led another 
expedition in the airship Italia, 

which turned into a disaster, leading to the first international air-sea rescue operation in the Polar 
Regions. Amundsen started out from Tromsø with a plane to rescue Nobile but crashed 
somewhere en route in the Barents Sea. He was never found, whereas Nobile actually survived. 
We concluded our visit with a walk back, around town, looking forward to lunch prepared by our 
kitchen staff. 
As another expedition cruise had already landed at “Ny London”, our landing site for the 
afternoon, we decided to go on a zodiac cruise around Blomstrandhalvøya. Halvøya means 
peninsula, but a retreating glacier has revealed it to actually be an insula, an island. When 
zodiacing past “Ny London”, we came across the remains of one of the many, mostly failed, 
industrial enterprises at Svalbard. Ernest Mansfield, an entrepreneur with a long series of failures 
on Svalbard on his list, started mining marble here in 1911. His Northern Exploration Company Ltd 
started their operations in a Klondyke-like frenzy, but all the 60 workers dug up was marble of a 
very bad quality, which fell apart as soon as it was taken out of the ground. In the end the shares 
of his company were as worthless as the marble he dug up. We continued along the rocky 
coastline, observing the spots where marble showed itself. While some were landing on the far 
side of the island and went for a hike to admire the “Dark side of Blomstrandhalvøya” with a 
beautiful view on the glacier, others were sailing into some of the numerous caves along the 
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coast. Especially the children felt as 
if they were in a Harry Potter-like 
movie with all the caves and the 
magic atmosphere. The big surprise 
came at the end of our zodiac 
cruise when, in a grotto with an 
open dome, dozens of Black 
Guillemots were seen nesting, 
filling the air with their sounds. In 
calm conditions and a beautiful 
light, we drove back to the ship to 
be taken to our next site on 
Svalbard. 

 

24th July – Day 3 
Fuglefjord and Raudfjord 
GPS morning position: 80°05’N, 16°37’E 
Weather: cloudy, low visibility, 4°C 

Morning found us at the entrance to the Fuglerfjord (Bird fjord) in the northwestern corner of 
Svalbard. Clouds over the mountain tops and fog greeted us after Elke’s wake-up call, a typical 

Svalbard morning and proper 
expedition weather. While we were 
having breakfast, the captain 
maneuvered the „„Plancius““ into the 
middle of the fjord next to the 
Svitjodtbreen, the largest glacier in the 
area. Glacial ice in the water was the 
witness of the glacier’s recent activity. 
We boarded the zodiacs and closed in 
to the edge of the glacier through fog 
and ice. Slowly the massive edge 
appeared and it was almost mystical to 

see the 70 m high wall of ice just to see it disappear again. Glaucous gulls and Black-legged 
kittiwakes sat on lumps of ice. Far in the back, the thundering sounds of breaking ice masses of 
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the glaciers could be heard. We followed the edge of the glacier for a while and Christophe found 
a Greater Black-backed gull, a rare visitor to this area. After some time, we turned back and drove 
to the entrance of the fjord towards some rocky islands and then turned rright towards 
Sallyhamna. This little peninsula on the eastside of the fjord was named after the wife a 
Norwegian hunter who had built a hut and had overwintered there several times. The hut is still 
used by the Sysselmannen of Svalbard. On our way, we came across several bearded seals in the 
water hunting for fish. Some zodiacs managed to approach up to the minimum distance allowed. 
The landing at Sallyhamna gave us a good insight into the whaling history of Svalbard with the 
remains of blubber ovens and even graves in them, which told of a conflict between Dutch and 
Basque whalers in the 17th century. Soon, we had to back to the ship for lunch and our next stop. 

While we were eating the ship sailed into the Raudfjord (Red fjord) for our designated landing at 
Alicehamna where we planned to stretch our legs a bit. The fog had lifted in the meantime and 

one could see why the fjord had its 
name. Red sedimentary rocks (Old Red) 
which were about 600 million years old, 
mainly Hematite, was the main rock of 
the area. The guided walks led over big 
rocks and soft muddy ground with lots 
of vegetation. A number highlights 
recorded on the walks included the 2 
Arctic skuas harassing and attacking a 
female Eider duck to get its eggs and the 
mirror-like reflections in a lake at the 
back of Alicehamna. After a few 

kilometers of walking, we all returned to ship where we came to together for our traditional 
recap meeting to call up the events of the day. However, the day was not finished yet. The 
“„Plancius“” set sails towards Moffen, an island approximately 25 kilometers north of 
Spitsbergen, where a surprise was supposed to wait for us. On the way, we spotted our first polar 
bear swimming in the water and thus far away from land or ice. What a surprise!! With due 
distance (for safety reasons for the bear) we observed the powerful swimming capabilities of 
Earth’s largest land predator. Later, we reached Moffen with a bit of fog but calm seas and could 
clearly identify the well-known walrus colony. However, our intention was to spot a Polar bear 
which had been reported to be on the island just about 4 hours earlier. We tried very hard to 
locate the bear on the small island but only spotted lots of drift wood and garbage and walrus. 
Slowly, we realized that the bear we had encountered earlier must have been the one reported. It 
obviously had left the island to make its way back to the main island and had covered a long 
distance in the water within the last 4 hours. That was really remarkable and many of us admired 
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this feat. We continued to watch the walrus in the water for a while and then turned back to 
Spitsbergen, towards our next spot and adventure, the Hinlopen Strait.  

 

25th July – Day 4 
Alkefjellet and Kinnvika 
GPS morning position: 79° 52.0N 017° 53.2E 
Weather: Cloudy with sunny spells, 6°C 

Still a bit sleepy from last night’s walrus watching when we passed Moffen Island, we were woken 
by Elke at 0700. After breakfast, it was time to begin the educational component of our voyage 
with a lecture on the Geology of Svalbard by Chris, in German. Afterwards we sailed into 
Hinlopenstretet, to Alkefjellet were we made a late morning zodiac excursion to visit the largest 

colony of guillemots on Svalbard. These are 
Brünnich’s guillemots, which breed on cliffs 
dropping almost vertically into the sea. Even before 
we reached the cliffs, hundreds of birds were in the 
water near the boats and they allowed us to come 
very close before they either dove or flew away. As 
we approached the cliffs where an estimated 60,000 
pairs breed, the bird´s noise was almost deafening, 
and the sky was teeming with guillemots leaving or 
arriving at the ledges. The birds do not build a nest 
but rather the female lays a pear-shaped, bluish, 
speckled egg on the bare rock. Both parents 
incubate the egg and shelter the chick on their feet. 
Most of us looked on in amazement at such an 
extraordinary spectacle. We spotted a number of 
Glaucous gulls and some of us were lucky to see 
arctic foxes. These are the two main predators at 

Alkefjellet. There were also Blacklegged Kittiwakes nesting higher up. In addition, a few barnacle 
geese were present, which is unusual because they mostly breed along the west coast. During 
lunch, „Plancius“ crossed the Hinlopenstretet to Nordaustlandet (Northeast Land), the second-
biggest island of the archipelago. As we sailed, Christophe continued our lecture program with a 
talk about the natural history of the Guillemots that we had just seen in such huge numbers. And 
in the middle of the afternoon a pod of three Fin Whales were spotted, apparently feeding, and 
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the „Plancius“ dutifully followed them for some time, to give us a chance of appreciating these 
behemoths, the second largest whale species in the world. 

Later, we anchored in Murchison Fjord, off the Swedish 
wintering station in Kinnvika, which was built for the 
International Geophysical Year in 1953. Here we went ashore 
near the huts. The “long hikers”, hiked over to a range of low 
hilltops with good views to Kinnvika. “Medium hikers” set out 
on a walk on the tundra, looking also for wildlife, while “leisure 
hikers” and photographers stayed closer to the old station, 
looking at the geology, plants and the station itself. After this 
late outing, we came back to the „Plancius“ for dinner as she 
sailed away towards the north. 

 

26th July – Day 5 
Pack ice 
GPS morning position: 81°35.9’N 17°02.8E 
Weather: Cloudy with sunny spells, 2°C 

We woke up as the Plancius was hitting the first ice floes. We sailed north looking for the real 
edge of the polar pack ice. Soon word came over the PA system that we had made it there. We all 

went out to the open decks, as the ship slowly 
approached and made her way along, 
breaking through the thin layer of summer 
sea ice while the naturalists and many eager 
passengers looked along the floes in hopes of 
spotting wildlife, especially of the four-legged 
kind. A first polar bear was spotted by the 
Captain but quickly disappeared in the fog. 
Where the relatively “warmer” water from 
the Gulf Stream meets the cold ice edge, the 

little humidity present in the atmosphere condenses, creating fog. The ship broke through the 
pack ice leaving a trail of open water that would soon close up behind us. Michael gave an 
interesting introduction in German about the whales we may encounter in the Arctic. The lunch 
was just announced by our hotel manager when we got informed that two bears were spotted! 
This time, visibility was much better and all of us got the chance of a great observation and to 
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take nice shots. In the meantime, Ivory gulls flew around us, curiously checking out the ship. 
English speakers' guests had the opportunity to get the lecture of Michael after lunch. Around 

1700, the announcement 
was made that we had 
reached our furthest north 
for the journey, at 81°48,9’ 
North, and we all gathered 
on the open deck behind 
the bridge for a toast to the 
Captain who had made this 
achievement possible. As 
we were sailing back to the 
south, the dinner was 
announced. Everybody 
enjoyed its meal at least as 

much as the pack ice through the windows.  

 

27th July – Day 6 
Storøya and Isispynten 
GPS morning position: 80°08,9’N – 27°54,1’E 
Weather: Cloudy, fog, 4°C 

After enjoying the entire day in the ice, “Plancius” was steaming south-east to reach our next 
destination of this morning, so the night was 
filled with noises from the ship cutting its way 
through the pack ice. The morning was grey 
with fog and low clouds, even a bit of rain and 
when the anchor was lowered, it was still 
impossible to see our destination, Storøya. 
The planned zodiac cruise started a bit bumpy 
as the captain had to keep the “Plancius” out 
of shallow waters. The fog prevented a first 
glimpse on our designated destination but 
after an action packed trip in the zodiacs the 

island finally came into sight. And what a sight it was: the first walruses came out of the water to 
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greet us welcome, their heads suddenly popping up and observing us as good as they could. After 
the first ones, more were to come, approaching curious but also cautious. We cruised along the 
shoreline of the island and found walrus everywhere we were. On the shores of the small islets, 
the rocks became alive when we came close and only then the massive animals were visible 
dragging themselves into the water. It was hard to get an overview because of the weather, but 
we saw at least several hundred animals in all sizes. On one occasion, the back of a polar bear 
appeared behind some rocks on Storøya itself. However, the fog became denser by the minute 
and the swell increased, so and it was decided to turn back to ship where a hot meal was already 
waiting for us.   

After repositioning the “Plancius” towards Nordøstfonna, the 4th largest glacier in the world and 
the largest glacier front in Europe, we arrived at Isispynten just after dinner. As the light became 

really beautiful, we headed out for an 
evening zodiac cruise to look at the island 
of Isispynten. In former days, it was 
thought to be a peninsula covered by a 
part of the glacier. But as the glacier 
receded it was shown that Isispynten is an 
Island, with more than 2 km to the glacier 
front. Thus, the plan was to go around the 
island and at the same time have a good 
look at this massive glacier front. Even 
though the light was nice, the weather 

was not entirely on our side: A bit of wind and waves gave many of both guests and drivers an 
experience of the sea up close, but it added to the atmosphere and gave the glacier an even more 
dramatic appearance. On and around the Island lots of Arctic terns and Eider ducks were spotted 
and the last zodiacs even had some more encounters with walrus. At 2200 everyone was back 
onboard, red-cheeked and salt-stained clothes. But after some hot chocolate in the lounge, 
everyone felt warm and dry again and could smile after yet another Svalbard experience. 

 

28th July – Day 7 
Rindedalen and Kap Lee 
GPS morning position: 80°08,9’N – 27°54,1’E 
Weather: Cloudy, fog, 4°C 
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During the night we sailed from Isispynten, our evening outing, along Nordaustlandet and 
Barentsøya to Freemansundet, the 
sound separating Barentsøya and 
Edgeøya. Freemansundet is known for its 
strong currents, but the tide was 
favourable. In the morning the fog at 
first seemed to prohibit a landing (fog 
makes spotting Polar Bears difficult) but 
it disappeared and we could set out for a 
walk to the east of Rindedalen, a valley 
going deep into Barentsøya. The area 
behind the slope was carefully scouted 
as Polar Bears frequent Barentsøya. We 

split up as usual: the beach group, the middle walkers and the long hikers.  The long hikers set off 
for a walk across tundra, this type of terrain gradually giving way to Barentsøya’s typical terrain: 
Mesozoic sediment. On our way we saw a young Reindeer seemingly unafraid observe us. Upon 
reaching a 255-metre hill top we were close to a breathtaking view of Freemanbreen: the glacier 
itself, and the dead ice and moonlike landscape surrounding it, plus, of course, the many small 
brooklets emanating from the glacier and discharching themselves into Freemansundet. The way 

down seemed easy, but close to the end 
a traverse of innocently-looking muddy 
sand found some of us sinking deep into 
the mud; hands were needed to rescue 
boots about to get stuck in the mud 
forever, and then the rescuers in their 
turn had to be dug out. No boots had to 
be left for future archeologists and a 
good wash in the sea, plus the hose near 
the gangway removed all traces of our 
muddy adventure. A lone Arctic Fox 
looking for prey in the form of travellers 

stuck in the mud had to go home hungry! After lunch we entered the Zodiacs for a ride into the 
small bay at Doloritneset, south of Kapp Lee.  We were pleasantly surprised to find a walrus 
milling about in the small bay and some 7 lying on the beach. In small groups we slowly moved up 
to the walrus to photograph and admire them – we must have been very quiet indeed as they did 
not move a single flipper. The landing area has a very interesting history. Already in the 18th 
century the site was used by Russian Pomors, who mainly hunted Walruses. Along the beach we 
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saw remains from those days: a cemetery of bleached Walrus bones. In 1904 Norwegians 
trappers had settled here hunting mainly Polar Bear but also Walrus and Arctic Fox. The prefab 
octagonal hut ( IKEA avant la lettre ?) was brought there by Tromsø trappers. In 1968/69 the site 
was used as base camp by Dutch scientists who were conducting research on Svalbard Reindeer 
and Polar bears for several years. They crossed the tundra all over Edgeøya to learn more about 
these animals. There were two conditions one had to meet before being allowed to work on 
Edgeøya: No girls and no guns! The ban of guns became a serious problem when the expedition 
leader Piet Oosterveld was on the tundra all by himself and was attacked by a polar bear. He was 
“only” scalped and was lucky to survive. The bear was later shot by the Sysselman; the stuffed 
“survivor” can still be seen at Longyearbyen hospital. The various hiking groups went on a nice 
hike. We came across a lot of interesting wild life; nesting Gloucous Gull, Reindeer. But we also 
came across former wildlife: bones of Polar Bear, Bowhead Whale, Reindeer and Walrus. There 
was abundant vegetation. One of the prettiest of all is the spider plant (Saxifraga platysepala). It 
has spidery legs from the body of the plant which is supplied with a beautiful yellow flower. All 
over the place Reindeer were fattening up for winter 

 

29th July – Day 8 
Gnålodden, Brepollen and Samarinbreen 
GPS morning position: 76° 49.4N 015° 14.2E 
Weather: Clear with some clouds and slight breeze, 6°C 

It was a bit of a relaxed morning; an 0800 breakfast while the Plancius sailed towards our first 
destination. However, this being an expedition, from the very wakeup call we learned there had 

been a change in plans from the night before: due to 
the higher swell at the entrance of the Hornsund, we 
were going to land at Gnålodden instead of 
Hyttevika. Still, since there was some time before 
our arrival, right after breakfast we had a lecture by 
Chris on the subject of The Geology of Svalbard. This 
part of Hornsund is like a recapitulation of 
Spitsbergen, because many of the features that 
attract visitors to the arctic occur here: wild scenery 
with impressive mountains and glaciers, a bird cliff, a 

lonely trapper's hut in picturesque surroundings: Gnålodden itself. The name is a Norwegian word 
meaning the making of a constantly humming sound, referring to the bird cliffs where thousands 
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of Blacklegged Kittiwakes and Guillemots nest. Around the rocky beach there were also some 
Glaucous Gull’s nesting. The surrounding mountains have near-vertical slopes and the only level 
ground is the small area where we intended to land. Soon the Plancius dropped anchor and we 
prepared to go ashore. Here, under the attentive sight of our guides, we were able to spread 
ourselves freely on the tundra area where the large seabird colonies provide rich fertilization for 
the moss beds.Being one of only a few sites where the terrain allows some activity on shore, 
Gnålodden has seen human activity for a long time. There were the Pomors during the 18th and 
early 19th centuries and a hut has been there at least since 1919, used by Norwegian trappers for 
decades during the early 20th century. Wanny Woldstad, a woman from north Norway, was here 
from 1932 to 1937, together with her partner Anders Saetersdal. For two years, she also brought 
her two sons at an age where today's boys still would be in school. There were not too many 
women wintering in lonely huts in Spitsbergen in those years, and most of them would rather 
take care of the housework while the men went out hunting, but Wanny shot bears and took part 
in all kinds of work, no matter how hard or dangerous it was. Ironically, she died in a traffic 
accident in north Norway not too long after her final return; she is still a legendary figure from 
those adventurous years in Spitsbergen. 

During, and after lunch, our captain took the Plancius ship cruising around the Brepollen glacier, 
followed by a lecture: Life in Spitsbergen in 
German by given by Aad. Later that day we 
went for a zodiac cruise in front of the 
Samarinbreen glacier. Even from afar, one 
could see the convoluted striations of the 
ice as it comes down hill towards the sea, 
like so many crests of white water going 
down the rapids of a river. This is after all 
what a glacier is, a slow moving body of ice 
that behaves somewhat like a river, and 
follows the contours of the local 
geography, not only those that constrain it 
to a particular route, but also those at the 

bottom of the ice stream, which cause crevasses and the particularly tormented surface typical of 
many.Hundreds of Kittywakes were around, some feeding quite close to the glacier face, as well 
as the usual Black Guillemots and Glaucous Gulls. There was even an Ivory Gull spotted and then 
the glacier rewarded our patience with several big calvings that produced very impressive waves. 
Finally, a single, curious Bearded Seal came around for many of the boats to see. 
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After a long zodiac cruise we came back to the Plancius, since even from the edge of glacier we 
could smell the evening’s barbeque. Enjoying a barbeque in the Arctic was quite an experience 
and not one any of us will forget in a while. 

 

30th July – Day 9 
Isfjorden: Ymerbukta and Skansbukta 
GPS position 09.00: 78°14, 4' N / 013°56, 8' E 
Weather: Overcast with some sunshine. 6°C  

After a night of unusual swell, we woke up in the entrance of Isfjord. Because of 30 kts wind 
blowing from the south-west we were 
not able to land at Alkhornet – zodiac 
operations would have been too 
delicate. Our expedition leader Elke 
immediately came to us with a plan B. 
Plancius sailed a few minutes deeper in 
Isfjord and dropped her anchor in 
Ymerbukta, named after a Swedish 
scientific journal (Ymer was a giant in 
Norse Mythology). We landed nearby 
beautiful tundra housing many plant 

species. The geology there is also very attractive as the ridge we walked on consists of steeply 
dipping sedimentary layers becoming older in the western part of the peninsula. Some of us have 

found very nice fossils witnessing of the 
marine life having occurred some 
hundreds millions years ago. Other one 
have enjoyed the awesome scenery 
they had at the top of the ridge looking 
down to Trygghamna and Ymerbukta 
and their respective Kjerulf- and 
Esmark glaciers. On our way back to 
the landing site, we encountered a 
breeding pair of Arctic Skua defending 
their territory as well as a family of 
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Purple Sandpiper. Many Arctic Terns were feeding on the shore side reminding us of lunch time! 
Another great buffet was waiting for us onboard Plancius. 

We sailed deeper into Isfjord and up Billefjord towards Skansbukta where we were allowed to 
walk around within a certain area to discover once again an amazing variety of plant species. . 
Close to the landing site we found remains of an old gypsum mine and a cabin. The walkers had a 
good time stretching their legs, looking at the huge cliffs and enjoyed the spectacular scenery of 
Billefjord. People who stayed on the beach had a good time sun bathing and saw nice plant 
species like the Boreal Jacobs-ladder, Svalbard Poppy and Bluff Cinquefoil. Back on board we 
enjoyed our last dinner together, after which we got our farewell speech by the Captain and Elke. 
Meanwhile we headed back towards Longyearbyen and the civilization. Many of us will look back 
at this memorable expedition, knowing that our footprints will disappear, but our memories will 
last forever. 

 

31th July – Day 10 
Longyearbyen: Disembarkation Day 

GPS position: 78˚14.0’N, 015˚35.4’E 
Weather: rainy with tears 
 
Last night we spent in Skansebukta, so we had no long distance to cover this very last night 
onboard the Plansius, but the day started very early for most, some had a flight already at 0450 in 
the morning so after an early wakeup call and a final zodiac drive and then we could smell the 
civilized world once again.  

The journey we have done together, has taken us around Svalbard, 1224NM or 2266KM, but 
everything good thing has an end, so after all the farewells were said, there was nothing else left 
than a bus ride to the airport, and the arctic adventure was over for now. 
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On this voyage: 
 

the ship  made 24m3 of fresh water per day, 
and used 42 m3 of fuel for the entire voyage, 

you have taken as many photos as there are birds at Alkefjellet  
and we have sailed 1224 nautical miles! 

 
 

* * * 
 

 
Captain Levakov, Expedition Leader Elke and the whole 

expedition team thank you for sailing with us and wish you 
Gute Reise! 
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